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(Overleaf) The effects of
tactical air power in the
Falaise Gap.

W

hat was the British influence on U.S. theory and practice for tactical air power in
World War II? Much ink has been spilt
tracing the influences upon strategic bombing; less
attention has focused upon tactical air power.
Insofar as this was considered, the original conventional wisdom maintained several tenets. First,
that during the interwar years a fixation upon
strategic bombardment diverted attention away
from tactical air power, and second, that in North
Africa the U.S. adopted the British system for tactical air power, more or less in toto. Both of those
theories have been modified somewhat by more
recent scholarship. This newer work argues that
while the U.S. Army Air Corps unquestionably
emphasized strategic bombardment in the interwar years, they did not ignore tactical air power
either. Likewise, the widespread view of a “British
save” of U.S. tactical air power in North Africa has
been challenged. One might call this the “U.S.
nativist” school of thought—the theory that in the
interwar period the U.S. independently developed
all of the doctrinal ideas instituted in North Africa.
This paper will argue that while the nativist
school of thought is quite correct in its specific
assertions, overall it is insufficiently nuanced.
There was a complex series of developments
between 1940 and 1942, the record for which it is
difficult to disentangle, but a careful examination
of the record shows that while the U.S. had cultivated a doctrinal background for tactical air power
in the interwar years, this was rather broad and
abstract. When it came time to assemble an actual
working mechanism for tactical air power, they
were indeed strongly influenced by the British
model at the working level.
The Original Conventional Wisdom

defeated them at Kasserine Pass in February 1942.
At the time and in many arguments since, this
defeat was blamed in large part upon poor employment of the available tactical air power, which had
been decentralized. Shortly after Kasserine, there
was a reorganization of the Air Forces in the theater, which had the effect of bringing the U.S. tactical air effort under the wing of the veteran British
commander of the Western Desert Air Force, Air
Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham.3 The classic story
is that “Mary” Coningham quickly brought order to
the tactical air forces with his tried and tested
methods4, and based upon that experience the U.S.
Army Air Forces (USAAF) published new doctrine
in the form of Field Manual (FM) 100-20 Command
and Employment of Air Power.5 FM 100-20 has
been called a “declaration of independence” by the
fledgling USAAF; it set out the principles of centralized command of all air assets by a single air
commander, and the absolute importance of first
obtaining air superiority. All of those principles, in
the original conventional view, grew from the
painful experience in North Africa.
Some More Recent U.S. Scholarly Revision
The first point to be made is that rumors of tactical air power’s death in the interwar Air Corps
were greatly exaggerated. Debate and thought was
dedicated to the tactical role throughout not only
the 1920s, but also the supposedly heavy bomber
obsessed 1930s. For example, a considerable portion of the instruction syllabus at the Air Corps
Tactical School was in fact devoted to tactical air
power, and perhaps most tellingly of all, throughout the period the Air Corps continued to order aircraft types specifically dedicated to the tactical
function.6 As one air power historian has pointed
out, if the writings and theory of the time seem to
have emphasized strategic roles over the tactical,
this was only because all U.S. airmen took it as a
given that tactical air power constituted a major
portion of their bread and butter.7 In sum, a close
examination of the historical record reveals that,
contrary to conventional wisdom, the U.S. Army Air
Corps did not in fact ignore tactical air power or
allow it to languish in the interwar period.
A second major revisionist argument has been
to challenge the assumption that the Americans
copied their doctrine for tactical air power from the
British in North Africa. In the wonderfully titled
paper, “A Glider in the Propwash of the RAF?” the
distinguished U.S. air power historian David R.
Mets argued most forcefully that the Americans
did not learn their basic doctrine from the British
in North Africa.8 Mets concludes that the senior
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American airmen all came to the war with essentially the same doctrinal tenets as those the British
were espousing in North Africa. What happened, in
Mets’ view, was that the prestige the British had
won with their victories since El Alamein lent
weight to this view of tactical air power. The U.S.
airmen drew upon this British reputation in order
to convince their Army masters of the basic tactical
air principles they already believed for their own
reasons.9
Is the nativist school of thought correct?
Doubtless in their specific assertions they are, for
the U.S. had not completely ignored tactical air
power in the interwar years and had inculcated the
basic doctrinal tenets for tactical air power prior to
their arrival in North Africa. However, it is important to distinguish between two related but separate issues: an air force’s broad philosophy for air
power on the one hand, and an actual system for
implementing that philosophy on the other. Most of
the historical debate has been focused upon the former, while ignoring the later. The American
nativist school’s argument boils down to the assertion that the broad philosophy contained within
FM 100-20 did not have to be learned from RAF
tutors. This is doubtless true, but it relates more to
broad philosophy than concrete system. As the air
power historian Vincent Orange observed, even
after FM 100-20 was published, “communications
links and procedures for setting priorities in
answering calls for air support had still to be
worked out.”10 The record suggests that at this
more concrete level, the American practice of tactical air power was indeed strongly influenced by the
British model.
What Was the British System and Where Did
It Come From?
If we are to determine the British influence on
U.S. tactical air power, the first thing to nail down
clearly is the history of the British development of
their system for air support. As we shall see, it was
long and convoluted, but there are no records suggesting a U.S. influence on the British.
What would come to be called “tactical” air
power was in fact the primary focus of British air
experience in the Great War.11 However, after that
early start cooperation with the Army quickly deteriorated. Right from the RAF’s birth in 1919, there
were inter-service rivalries with the two older services that were far more pronounced and bitter
than anything that had been seen before between
the Army and Royal Navy.12 A major factor at the
root of this was the fervent belief of the RAF’s
founders that they had found a “better way” to win
wars, and that, indeed, they had rendered the two
older services obsolescent, if not obsolete. In the
future, air power’s new apostles argued that wars
would be won not by massed armies or fleets, but
by massed bombers, striking directly at the heart of
any enemy’s homeland. It has been widely noted
that this sort of strategic bombing, as an instrument of state policy independent of the other two
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services, was the raison d’etre for the RAF at its
birth.13 In consequence, until the mid 1930s, the
RAF gave scant attention to air support of armies
in the field.14 Even when the British government
began seriously to rearm in the second half of the
1930s, the Air Ministry steadfastly opposed War
Office requests for dedicated air support.15 ArmyRAF cooperation had scarcely improved by 1939.
Convinced of the strategic importance of independent bombing, the Air Ministry continued to resist
any “diversion” of resources from heavy bombers.
The fall of France did not greatly change the
RAF’s mind, but the Army could not be completely
ignored and shortly after Dunkirk, “Army Cooperation Command” was formed. However, it came last
in the RAF’s priorities, and as late as the spring of
1941 the Chief of the Air Staff, was still officially
arguing to Cabinet that: “The Army has no primary
offensive role... We aim to win the war in the air, not
on land.”16
Fortunately, work to improve interservice cooperation and air support to ground forces had been
proceeding at the lower levels, at least on technical
matters. In neglected Army Cooperation Command, in the far backwater of Northern Ireland, a
small group of officers had been brought together
under the leadership of Group Captain Wann and
Brigadier Woodall. Veterans of the recent debacle
in France, both were determined to do better.17
They produced what came to be called the “WannWoodall” report, which outlined a system of control
for air support that formed the basis of the eventual tactical air doctrine.18 The essentials of the
Wann-Woodall system was the establishment of a
joint Army-RAF headquarters which would control
a composite force of aircraft, and the creation of a
radio network outside of the normal Army chain-ofcommand specifically dedicated to air support. In
their original report, submitted in December 1940,
they envisioned this forward control of aircraft
being effected through an organization they termed
a “Close Support Bomber Control,” which would be
co-located with the army at corps level.19
The first implementation of the these new
ideas came in the Western Desert, far from the doctrinal squabbling at Whitehall. In early 1941, after
the sobering experience of the Tobruk battles, the
British leadership in the theater initiated a series
of joint conferences between the army and RAF to
review the problem of air support from first principles.20 This resulted in a system similar to the
Wann-Woodall proposals, which the local RAF and
Army forces then reorganized themselves to actually test and implement. On September 30, 1941,
this culminated in a directive on “Direct Support”
which was published jointly by the RAF and
British Army in the Middle East.21 This spelled out
a system whereby the sort of forward communications detachments envisioned in the Wann-Woodall
report were controlled by what was now labelled an
“Air Support Control” or ASC, once again at corps
level.22 These communications detachments were
commonly known as “tentacles,” since this was
what they so resembled on the radio network orga-
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Force or “DAF”. In 1943, further elaboration of this
system continued, not only in the North African
and Tunisian campaigns, but in Sicily and Italy as
well. In Italy, a system known as “ROVER DAVID”
was developed. This was a means for arranging
even faster and more responsive direct air support
at the front than the ASCs could provide. A senior
controller was sent forward with a signals truck
equipped with VHF radios that could communicate
with aircraft, and was allocated immediate control
of some number of aircraft. The initial controller for
this was one Group Captain David Heysham, hence
the term “ROVER DAVID”26 In November 1943 the
ROVER DAVID system was used during operations along the River Sangro to control the first
ever CABRANK.27 This was a system in which a
package of fighter-bombers circled overhead, available to swoop down upon a target as soon as the forward controller called for support.28 To maintain a
CABRANK, aircraft were sent to replace those that
expended their ordnance or ran low on fuel, in a
continuous relay. All aircraft were given an alternate target, which they would attack if not directed
onto a target while in CABRANK.29 The somewhat
whimsical name CABRANK arose because of their
resemblance to the ranks of cabs waiting outside
London clubs and hotels.30
The British System in its Mature Form

Diagram 1: The
Development of the British
System: Air Support
Control, September. 1941
North Africa (Diagram
reproduced in Air Support,
p 219). Note how the ASC,
as envisioned in 1941,
worked at corps level. As
seen in the main text, the
eventual practice was to
form a Joint Battle Room
with a composite group at
army level.
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nization charts.23 The cause-and-effect relationship
between the Wann-Woodall report and developments in the North Africa is unclear, and given the
records extant will probably remain so. One of the
participants in the UK based development process
has argued that the system was designed in the
British Isles, based upon the Wann-Woodall report,
and then lifted in toto to North Africa for application.24 Most historians have concluded that while
there must certainly have been influence from the
Wann-Woodall developments in Britain, there was
also independent parallel development in North
Africa.25 Regardless of the truth in this matter, the
key point for our purposes is that there is no suggestion in the record of any influence from
American theory.
By 1942, the system’s final form was virtually
complete, with the RAF elements operating in
North Africa being organized into the Desert Air

All of this experience by Montgomery’s Eighth
Army and the DAF was much studied, and in early
1944 it was distilled into the two publications
Army-Air Operations: Pamphlet No. 1—General
Principles and Organization, and Army-Air Operations: Pamphlet No. 2—Direct Support. 31 These
represented the authoritative doctrine for the British system in its mature form.32
This doctrine was based upon what was known
as the principle of “joint command.” Under this
principle, ground forces and air forces both
retained separate chains of command, each with
their own commanders. Both were expected, however, to cooperate in the furtherance of a single
joint plan.33
As regards the actual practice of air power,
British doctrine distinguished between “indirect”
and “direct” support. Indirect support was defined
as “attacks on objectives which do not have immediate effect on the land battle, but nevertheless contribute to the broad plan.”34 Typically, this involved
attacking enemy lines of communication and the
like by heavy or medium bombers, but fighterbombers could be used against such targets as well.
Direct support, on the other hand, was defined as
“attacks upon enemy forces actually engaged in the
land battle.”35 Typical targets included such things
as defensive positions or other enemy forces at the
front, and hostile batteries of artillery or concentrations of armor somewhat behind the front.
“Direct Support” is thus somewhat broader than
the modern term “close air support,” which did not
appear in the official British terminology of 1944.36
Direct support was further categorized on the basis
AIR POWER
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Pre-Arranged

Impromptu

Direct Support
- attack of targets in the immediate
area, usually by fighter bombers
- requests passed up normal
command channels
- routinely pre -arranged for the
next day at the evening air
conference
- attack of targets right at the front,
usually by fighter bombers
- requests made by radio direct
from forward controllers to
Composite Group level
- response time of several hours to
a few minutes (with a CABRANK)

Table 1: Summary of
British Doctrinal Types of
Air Support

WITHIN THE
ARMY, A NEW
SORT OF
SPECIALIST
OFFICER
WAS
CREATED …
THE AIR
LIAISON
OFFICER
(ALO)

AIR POWER

Indirect Support
- attack of deeper targets, often by
medium bombers, but also by
fighter-bombers
- requests passed up normal
command channels
- routinely pre -arranged for the
next day at the evening air
conference
- strictly speaking, all indirect
support was pre -arranged, but there
were a few occasions on recor d of
it being organized for later the
same day

of urgency, distinction being made between “impromptu” and “pre-arranged” requests for air support.37 Pre-arranged attacks were planned through
the staff process, sometimes weeks ahead of time,
but routinely for the next day. Impromptu requests
were originated in the heat of battle by leading
army elements and sent via the special air request
radio network created specifically to handle such
requests.
So much for the abstract doctrine. What was
the actual working system created to implement all
of this? Traditional RAF organization was geared
neither to close integration with the Army, nor to
moving headquarters and airfields along behind an
advancing front. A new organization, known as a
“tactical air force” was therefore created for this
purpose, and the 2d Tactical Air Force (TAF), that
fought in north-west Europe was the British epitome of this system. It consisted of a mobile headquarters that could follow the army group’s headquarters in the field, various groups, and a considerable service support tail consisting of everything
from a field hospital to “Servicing Commandos” for
repairing aircraft.38 One group—No.2—was a light
bomber formation, dedicated to indirect support.
Another of the groups—No. 85—consisted of
Mosquito night fighters. The heart of 2d TAF, however, were the two “composite groups,” each with
seven or eight wings of three to four squadrons of
fighter-bombers. The actual flying squadrons of the
composite groups were located at airfields as close
to the front as possible. Indeed, each composite
group had integral engineering units specifically
for the purpose of building airfields just behind the
advancing armies.
There was also a special radio network to handle the air support requests in a timely fashion. For
this Air Support Signals Units or “ASSUs” were
created, one for each field army-composite group
pairing.39 The backbone of the ASSUs were the
“tentacles” that went forward to the leading formations. They were small detachments, normally
mounted in a 1,500-weight truck, but sometimes in
an armored vehicle. Equipped with army pattern
radios and a small crew of three or four soldiers
with a junior officer,40 they passed the air support
requests from the leading ground forces’ headquarters directly back to the joint Army-Composite
Group headquarters.41 Standard tentacles did not,
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however, have any radios that could communicate
with aircraft. They were normally assigned to a
division or brigade headquarters, never below
brigade level, except occasionally in the case of
reconnaissance regiments.
In accordance with the principle of joint command, each army headquarters was paired with a
composite group headquarters, and these would colocate. Thus situated, the army-composite group
headquarters formed a “joint battle room.”42 It was
in the joint battle room that joint army-air force
consultation was routinely performed to prioritize
fighter-bomber missions and issue direction. This,
at army rather than corps level, was the final form
of what had originally been the CSBC or ASC.
Each of the Composite Groups also had an
organization known as a Group Control Center
(GCC). This was the air organization that actually
directed and controlled the flying aircraft. The GCC
would scramble planes, and vector them to their
targets, just as the static Sector Headquarters had
done so famously during the Battle of Britain. The
GCCs were also the organizations within 2d TAF
responsible for monitoring their airspace and
ensuring the maintenance of air superiority within
that area.43
Additionally, aside from the basic tentacles,
there were specialized tentacles, including VCPs
(Visual Control Posts), FCPs (Forward Control
Posts) and contact cars, depending upon their exact
configuration and equipment. These had grown out
of the ROVER DAVID system in Italy, and were
essentially standard tentacles to which additional
radios and personnel were added, so that they were
able to communicate with overhead aircraft and
call down airstrikes directly. (See glossary, pg. 30.)
Within the Army, a new sort of specialist officer
was created for this system—the Air Liaison
Officer (ALO). This was an officer from one of the
combat arms of the Army, trained in the principles
and procedures of air support.44 ALOs were used in
FCPs, VCPs and contact cars, and back at the airfields to brief the pilots on the ground situation
before they took off.
So, we have seen the British doctrine and the
elaborate organization for tactical air power. How
was it actually done? Joint RAF-Army staffs dedicated to planning and coordinating air support
existed at two levels: the paired headquarters of
21st Army Group-2d TAF, and at each paired armycomposite group headquarters. At the level of headquarters, 2d TAF and 21st Army Group, the process
was generally dedicated to overall direction. The
heart of the organization for tactical air support lay
at the army-composite group level. Direct air support was generally delegated down to this level, and
it was there that impromptu requests were dealt
with.
Pre-arranged air support
The center of the process for planning prearranged air support was the daily air conference
at army-group headquarters.45 These were large
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Diagram 2 (above):
The British System:
Impromptu Air Strikes with
a Standard Tentacle. The
diagram portrays the simplified lay-out of a field
army on the ground, with
its associated composite
group in support. The
headquarters of the composite group and the army
are co-located, and the
army has two corps up,
while the composite
group's Air Landing
Grounds (ALGs), each typically housing a wing, are in
the army's rear area.
Diagram 3(above right):
The British System:
Impromptu Air Strikes with
an FCP or VCP. When an
actual forward controller
(an RAF pilot who could
communicate with overhead aircraft by VHF radio),
as opposed to a standard
tentacle, was present, the
system could work much
more flexibly and responsively.
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affairs, chaired by the army headquarters Chief of
Staff. They were held in the late evening, after
which orders for the flying wings would be issued
by the group headquarters, usually by teleprinter.46
Additionally, specific conferences would be called as
necessary to produce “Air Programs” for major
operations.47
Impromptu Request Procedure
Immediate close support in the heat of battle
was provided by the impromptu system. The tentacles, often forward with the lead brigades, passed
requests for air support through the ASSU radio
network, directly back to group-army headquarters,
without passing through the intermediate divisional and corps levels of command. The army-composite group staffs would then either authorize or
deny the request.48 The GCC, meanwhile, would
also be listening in on the same net, concurrently
directing the preparation of aircraft, in order to be
ready should the request be approved. Thus, immediately upon authorization, aircraft could be dispatched. The forward tentacle which had initiated
the request would be notified through the ASSU net
that aircraft were on their way, and their estimated
time of arrival.49 If a VCP was forward in the target
area, it could establish radio communications with
the strike aircraft and talk them onto target. If
there was no VCP or FCP present, the Army had to
simply wait for the expected air strike.

If an FCP (or VCP) was forward in the target
area, it could shorten the authorization process and
improve the communications between the ground
formations and the aircraft overhead. FCPs could
fulfill many of the roles of both the army-composite
group headquarters and the GCC. Generally, the
FCP would co-locate with the headquarters of the
lead or priority corps within the army, and there
“listen in” on the calls for impromptu air support
from the forward tentacles with that corps’ lead elements.50 If the FCP commander, in close consultation with the corps commander, heard a request
which he considered sufficiently important, he
would “step in” and assume control of that
request.51 The FCP, which was also in communications with the GCC and all flying aircraft in the
area, could direct any aircraft assigned to it to that
mission. RAF pilots with the FCP would establish
communications with the strike aircraft and brief
their pilots on the mission over the radio.
Thus, pre-arranged attacks were staffed
through the normal chain-of-command, and impromptu requests were made on the spot by frontline commanders, through the forward tentacles.
However, pre-arranged and impromptu were not
entirely distinct. The principal bridge between the
two was the CABRANK system, which amounted
to a pre-arranged placing of aircraft at a specific
time and place in order to be immediately available
for impromptu support.
The response time for pre-arranged air support
thus varied from plans drawn up days or even
weeks ahead of time, to routine requests for air
support the next day. The timeliness of response to
impromptu requests varied as well. Generally,
impromptu requests took about one to two or three
hours from request to the appearance of aircraft
over target, depending upon circumstances.52 At
the other extreme, if there was a CABRANK available, aircraft could be diverted onto the target even
more quickly, sometimes within minutes.
But the most common form of ground attack
was not called in by any form of forward control. The
most common mission type for fighter-bombers was
actually “armed reconnaissance”, or “armed recce”
as it was commonly known. This was a mission type
in which fighter-bombers patrolled a given route or
area behind German lines. They would range
widely, collecting valuable intelligence and attackAIR POWER
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Diagram 4: The British
System: CABRANK.
The epitome of the British
air support system was
CABRANK, which allowed
extremely rapid response.
It could only be done when
a VCP or FCP was present,
and a sufficient quantity of
aircraft were available.

ing any targets of opportunity, with bombs, rockets
or guns.53 This was the mission type that led to so
many shot-up German columns on the Norman
roads, and it came to be perhaps the most important
mission type of the campaign. The RAF firmly
believed that the deeper and more free-ranging
armed recce missions were a far more effective and
worthwhile utilization of tactical air power than
close support missions at the front, and devoted the
majority of their sorties to this mission type.54

MITCHELL,
GORRELL,
AND
SHERMAN …
ALL PLACED
THE AIR
SERVICE
FIRMLY IN
TACTICAL
SUPPORT OF
THE GROUND
FORCES
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The Evolution of the U.S. System
So, if that was the British system, how does the
U.S. system compare? As we shall see, the history of
the development of the U.S. system for tactical air
power is more difficult to piece together, but several
things are clear. First, as we saw above, it is clear
that the U.S. did not ignore tactical air power or
allow it to languish in the interwar period—unlike
the RAF who really did ignore tactical roles.
Secondly, while there is no particular evidence indicating U.S. influence on either of the key points
from which the British system derived (the WannWoodall report and the conferences in North
Africa), there is clear documentary evidence of
British influence on the US.
As with the British, tactical air power had
strong roots in U.S. practice, going back to the First
World War. In that conflict, the U.S. air arm was
employed mostly in tactical roles.55 This experience
was captured after the war by officers such as
William “Billy” Mitchell, Edgar Gorrell, and William
Sherman, all of whom by 1920 had produced various works that codified the wartime experience.56
Reflecting the Great War experience, they all placed
the Air Service firmly in tactical support of the
ground forces. In 1922 the War Department published TR (Training Regulation) 440-15, Fundamental Principles for the Employment of the Air Service, which explicitly directed that ground commanders retained command over support aviation.57
After that spurt of development in the early
1920s came the long, slow interwar years. While
there was comparatively little development in this
period, as noted above new types were introduced,
and in 1935 TR 440-15 was updated somewhat. But
in 1939, the outbreak of the war in Europe truly
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focused minds. The U.S. Army was frankly dazzled
by the close cooperation between the panzers’ and
the “stuka” dive-bombers, seen so dramatically in
Movietone News clips. The Air Corps quickly contacted the U.S. Navy for help with a crash divebomber program, and took other steps to re-energize the tactical air power program.58 On April 15,
1940, a new manual was published, FM 1-5
Employment of the Aviation of the Army, which was
short and prescribed few specifics.59 However, the
Air Corps was in close contact with the British, to
follow the developments there growing from the
Wann-Woodall Report. The North African strand of
British development also reached the Americans; a
copy of the British “Directive on Close Support
Bombing” of December 6, 1940, was “strongly”
endorsed by U.S. Army Air Corps commander Gen.
Henry H. “Hap” Arnold.60 In April 1941, General
Arnold visited the UK to see for himself how the
new British system for close air support worked.61
He had been preceded in 1940 by then Brig. Gen.
Carl A. “Tooey” Spaatz, who had spent an extended
stay in Britain, primarily to observe fighter air
defense operations, but he was also probably
exposed to the Wann-Woodall report and ongoing
development of tactical air power as well.62
By this time, U.S. tactical air power doctrine
had entered a period of intense development, as
was U.S. rearmament generally. The year 1941 was
dominated by a series of large scale maneuvers
designed to test new ideas, both of mobile warfare
on the ground, and tactical air warfare from above,
very obviously strongly influenced by events in
Europe and North Africa. In fact, it would appear
that at Arnold’s behest the basis for the organization tested in these manoeuvres was the British
“Directive on Close Support Bombing” of December
6, 1940.63 The manoeuvres began in February with
exercises by the IV Corps under Maj. Gen. Benedict
with the 3d Bombardment Group (Light) in support, commanded by [then] Maj. Gen. Lewis
Brereton. This resulted in the “Benedict-Brereton”
Report, and on 29 August this was translated into
Training Circular (TC) No. 52, which formed the
basis for further manoeuvres at Fort Knox,
Louisiana and finally South Carolina, in which trials were extended up to the army level of command. All of this culminated in the publication of
Field Manual 31-35 Aviation in Support of Ground
Forces (FM 31-35), in April 1942.64
These trials, based in large part upon British
practical experience, meant that by the time the
U.S. entered the war after Pearl Harbor, the lessons
of the British ASC system for tactical air power had
been fully digested. Tellingly, the term “ASC” does
not appear at all in FM 1-5 (April 1940), and while
it is unclear from the records extant exactly when
it was imported into U.S. use, it is clear that it first
appears in the historical record in British use in
North Africa and was then imported to the U.S.65
FM 31-35 (April 1942), officially enshrined ASCs in
U.S. doctrine (using that very term).
Thus, it is true that the U.S. entered North
Africa with doctrine for tactical air power that was
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WRITTEN U.S.
DOCTRINE
DID FOCUS
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CONTENTIOUS
ISSUE OF
COMMAND
ARRANGEMENTS
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not greatly altered by experience there or by the
subsequent publication of FM 100-20. However, the
doctrine in FM 31-35 was clearly influenced by the
British model, going back to the ideas of the WannWoodall report, the 1940 “Directive on Close
Support Bombing” that Arnold endorsed, and the
ASC concept, which had been imported from the
RAF Middle East practice.
FM 31-35 outlined the system with which the
U.S. entered the fighting. This was later augmented
by the much more famous FM 100-20, which was
published in 1943 and reflected (or claimed to
reflect) the experience in North Africa.66 However,
both were rather abstract and neither spelled out a
great deal of specifics. FM 31-35 is 65 pages, but
this includes an index, appendices, and a great deal
of secondary material on communications procedures and auxiliary missions such as photo reconnaissance. Less than a dozen pages are devoted to
general principles and the primary issue of ground
attack, including what guidance it provides on targeting and mission types.67 FM 100-20 is even
shorter—the entire publication is only 14 pages
from cover to cover and it addresses (however
briefly) everything from strategic bombers to the
administrative and logistic support provided by Air
Service Commands. Perhaps in consequence of this
brevity, U.S. doctrine (or at least, U.S. officially published doctrine) lacked a clear systemization of tactical air power into categories such as direct and
indirect support, or pre-arranged and impromptu,
as found in British doctrine.68 What the written
U.S. doctrine did focus on was the contentious issue
of command arrangements, and some prescriptions
for prioritization of operations.
FM 31-35 had rather little to say about targeting, or what role tactical air power might play in
the campaign, other than to note that targets
should generally not be within the range of the
ground forces’ own weapons, and that “the most
important target … will usually be … the most
serious threat to the … supported ground force.”69
Final authority for target selection was expressly
given to the supported ground force commander.70
FM 100-20, on the other hand, introduced a clear
hierarchy of priorities for tactical air power. The top
priority was to be gaining and maintaining air
superiority; secondly deep interdiction meant to
isolate the battle area; and finally as the last priority, close air support.71
As regards organization, FM 31-35 specified
that at the top end of the organization, all available
air power in a theater should be centralized within
one “air force,” but that tactical air power would normally be grouped into what it termed “air support
commands,” which would be “habitually attached to
or support[ing] an army in the theater.”72 Within
these Air Support Commands, were to be ASCs. FM
31-35 placed them at corps level, or occasionally
down to armored divisions.73 At the bottom end of
the chain, air support parties (or “ASPs”) were to be
found at corps and divisional level with infantry formations, or down to regimental level in armored
(and cavalry) formations.74 These ASPs were de-

fined as “highly mobile groups composed of one or
more air support officers and necessary personnel
and equipment to transmit air support requests …
and to operate communications with aircraft in
flight.”75 Air Support Commands were thus analogous to Composite Groups in size, structure and
role. ASPs were analogous to the British forward
tentacles, albeit with the significant technical difference that they were able to communicate directly
with overhead aircraft.
Development did not stop there of course.
Indeed, in Italy the USAAF further copied British
practice when they instituted the ROVER JOE system, which as the name makes clear was explicitly
based upon the RAF system of ROVER DAVID.76
More significantly, the command and control system spelled out in FM 31-35 was modified for the
eventual OVERLORD campaign in North-West
Europe. The ASC function was elevated to the army
headquarters level.
The U.S. System in its Mature Form
The eventual American system was not as
explicitly articulated in doctrine as the British.
What was formally articulated appeared in the two
key publications FM 31-35 and FM 100-20 we have
already seen. However, neither prescribed a great
deal of specifics, and in fact some of the specifics in
FM 31-35 were superceded in eventual practice.
For the OVERLORD campaign, what FM 31-35
had termed “Air Support Commands” were known
as Tactical Air Commands, universally known as
“TACs.”77 More substantively, FM 31-35 prescribed
that ASCs78 should exist as an intermediate level of
command for air support requests between the
ASPs at the front and the Air Support Command
(or TAC as they were eventually known) at army
level. As mentioned, FM 31-35 described ASCs as
placed at corps level, and that they would be able to
action requests from the forward ASPs without further reference to the Air Support Command-TAC
at army level. In subsequent practice, the ASC
function was merged with the TACs at army, although the doctrine for them contained within FM
31-35 was never formally rescinded. The Standard
Operating Procedures for the TACs in northwest
Europe prescribed a system in which immediate
call requests from the ASPs at the front went
straight to the TAC-Army headquarters. In fact,
not bothering with formal doctrine represents a
feature of U.S. practice; by 1944 they worked
straight from SOPs.
For the actual OVERLORD campaign, the
USAAF formed a tactical air force to support the
land campaign—the Ninth Air Force, commanded
initially by Lieutenant General Brereton, subsequently by Maj. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg. It consisted of about a hundred squadrons of combat aircraft, its primary components being a Bomber
Command of mediums and several TACs of fighterbombers, plus the associated servicing organizations required to support such a force. The TACs
consisted of twenty to thirty squadrons of fighterAIR POWER
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bombers, and were “paired” with ground formations at the army level. The Ninth Air Force itself
was paired with 12th Army Group, and IX TAC was
paired with 1st Army. XIX TAC was paired with 3d
Army. Pairing in this fashion did not extend lower
down the chain of command.79
Gen. Omar Bradley’s 12th Army Group headquarters and Brereton’s Ninth Air Force headquarters were co-located. The various army and TAC
headquarters were, as a matter of principle, colocated and between them they formed what was
initially termed an Air Support Control Center, and
subsequently a Combined Operations Center. This
was analogous to the Joint Battle Room in the
British system, and this was the level at which
requests for air support arrived, were jointly considered by the ground and air staffs, prioritized,
and orders issued.
Each TAC also had an organization dedicated
to flying control of its aircraft, the Tactical Control
Center (TCC). It received an air picture from mobile radar units deployed just behind the front
lines, and maintained radio control of all aircraft in
its area. TCCs were manned with USAAF personnel, and were not co-located with the joint armyTAC headquarters.
Below army level, the Americans employed the
ASPs conceptually described in FM 31-35.80 ASPs
were permanently attached to every Army formation headquarters, right down to divisional level,
but they were manned from Ninth Air Force personnel. Most significantly, the actual ASP officer, or
“ASPO,” was a tour-completed fighter-pilot. All
ASPs were equipped with VHF radios for communication with aircraft, but they varied in size and
configuration.(See glossary, pg. 30.)
The actual flying squadrons of the TAC were
based in forward strips as close behind the front as
practicable. Also at the airfields were “Ground
Liaison Officers” or GLOs. These were liaison officers from the ground forces who were responsible
for monitoring front-line developments through
army ground forces channels. Before the pilots took
off for missions, the GLOs would brief them on the
ground situation.81
Just as the British distinguished between prearranged and impromptu missions, so did the
Americans, although—as noted above—this was
not actually articulated in their formal doctrine.
Perhaps as a result of this, there is a sometimes
confusing welter of terms in the contemporary documentation. Pre-arranged missions are variously
referred to as “planned,” “pre-planned” or “request”
and impromptu missions as “immediate request,”
“emergency call” or simply “call” missions. The IX
TAC Standard Operating Procedures for ASPs, as
of August 3, 1944, actually differentiated between
three categories of air support.82
A Planned Mission is a mission which will be flown
on a day or days subsequent to the day of request.
A Request Mission is a mission which will be flown
during the current day’s operations but which is not
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an Immediate Request Mission.
An Immediate Request Mission is a mission which
will be flown as expeditiously as possible.
Planned missions were normally requested up
the ground chain of command until they reached
the Army-TAC level, and were then considered at a
daily air conference held every evening. These
meetings were large affairs, conducted jointly by
the army headquarters operations staff with the
TAC headquarters, at the end of which flying
orders for the next day were drawn up and disseminated to the flying squadrons by teletype.83
Requests for immediate support, generally
known as “call” missions, were passed directly from
the ASPs to the Combined Operations Center.84
There, a decision was made in consultation with
the Army G-3 (Air), TAC A-3 and their staffs as to
whether the target merited allocation from available resources, and whether it fit within the Army’s
concept of operations. If accepted, the TCC would
be ordered to scramble aircraft. Alternatively, aircraft already airborne in the area could be redirected. In either case, the TCC was responsible for
the flying control of all aircraft in the TAC’s area.85
Upon arrival over the target area, the strike aircraft would “check in” with the requesting ASP, and
receive final guidance.86 This was of course a significant advantage for U.S. ASPs over standard
British tentacles, as the latter could not communicate directly with the overhead aircraft. As regards
the response times, this obviously varied with circumstances. Brig. Gen. Elwood “Pete” Queseda, the
commander of IX TAC, estimated that his aircraft
could fulfill an immediate request mission in 60 to
80 minutes.87 Other accounts suggest that the
response time was often somewhat more.88 Overall,
it would seem fair to say that in ideal circumstances an air strike could be delivered in about an
hour, but that often, of course, circumstances were
less than ideal and it took a couple of hours or so to
get bombs on target.
Aside from request missions, by 1944, the
USAAF was practicing armed recce, just as was the
RAF. This represented something of a wartime
innovation in that interwar U.S. theory had
stressed that all attack missions should be
planned, since it would be inefficient and wasteful
to send out missions on speculation.89 In the event
however, a considerable portion of Ninth Air Force’s
sorties were devoted to this mission type.90
The other major innovation of the campaign
was what came to be termed “Armored Column
Cover” or sometimes simply “Column Cover.” This
was a system whereby an ASP was mounted in an
actual Sherman tank and travelled with the leading armored columns. Fighter-bombers were then
kept in orbit overhead, in direct communication
with this tank mounted ASP, and thus available for
immediate attack of close targets or to conduct
armed recces forward from the column’s position.
The procedure was for the flight lead to check-in by
radio with the ASP controlling them, usually one of
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Diagram 5 (above):
The US System: Immediate
Call Missions. The diagram
portrays the simplified layout of a field army on the
ground, with its associated
TAC in support. The headquarters of the TAC and
the army are co-located,
and the army has two
corps up, while the TAC's
ALGs, each typically housing a group, are in the
army's rear area. Compare
with Diagram 2.
Diagram 6 (above right):
The US System: Armored
Column Cover. The epitome of the US system,
armoured column cover
allowed not only extremely
rapid response, but offensive reconnaissance in
direct support of the
advancing troops. It was
normally controlled from a
tank mounted ASP with the
advancing CC.
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the special tank mounted ASPs at the tactical
headquarters of a CC. The flight would then reconnoitre up to 35 miles ahead of the column, staying
in radio contact with the ASP, thereby providing
immediate air reconnaissance information to the
CC, and attacking any German forces the CC commander wished. Typically, a flight could stay on station for about an hour before fuel considerations
would require them to break-off. If no call mission
was requested of them during that time, they
would then proceed on an armed recce mission to
find a target on which to expend their weapon
load.91
Comparison
So where does all of this leave us? Are the two
systems as similar as one would expect if one had
been influenced by the other? Let us look first at
the differences. Essentially, these were to be found
in two areas: the more abstract doctrine and the
greater technical resources inherent in the U.S. system.
The principal doctrinal differences between
the U.S. and British lay first of all in the more fully
articulated nature of the British doctrine, and secondly in the more rigidly doctrinaire prescription
for targeting priorities laid out in FM 100-20. The
comparative paucity of formally promulgated U.S.
doctrine has already been commented upon.

Really, they had no published equivalent to the
two British pamphlets Army-Air Operations. The
U.S. terms for pre-arranged and impromptu air
support do not even appear in FM 31-35 or FM
100-20. But the more significant doctrinal difference between the U.S. and Britain lay in FM 10020’s rather rigid insistence upon arranging targeting in a strict hierarchy: air superiority first, deep
interdiction second, and close air support only
third.92 In fact, so rigid was this prescription that
the term “phases” came to be used to describe
them.93 In the event, this prescription was not
really followed by Ninth Air Force—they pursued
multiple efforts more or less simultaneously.94 Indeed, it has been suggested that FM 100-20 was
really more a product of the bureaucratic wars in
Washington than the shooting wars in Europe and
the Pacific.95
One of the greatest differences between the
two systems lay in the nature of the forward control
elements. In the British system, the forward controllers were part of the ASSUs, which amounted to
a centralized pool of forward controllers held at
army level. Tentacles, VCPs and FCPs were then
farmed out to formation headquarters along the
front for short durations, as required. U.S. ASPs, on
the other hand, were permanent parts of every
corps and divisional headquarters. Most strikingly
of all, standard British tentacles had no means of
communicating with aircraft overhead, whereas
each and every U.S. ASP was capable of this. In
essence, every U.S. corps headquarters had what
amounted to an FCP, and every divisional, CC and
some regimental headquarters had what amounted to a VCP. Another difference was that in the
British system the ASSUs and forward tentacles
were manned with Army personnel (with the
exception of any actual controllers in FCPs and
VCPs), whereas in the U.S. system all of the ASP
crews came from Ninth Air Force personnel.
There was one other striking difference between the two systems, and that was the American
innovation of the system of armored column cover.
A great deal of folklore surrounds the development
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RAF

USAAF

2nd TAF paired with 21st Army Group
- paired with an Army Group
- commanded by an Air Marshal
(Lieutenant General equivalent)
- approx 85 sqns of combat aircraft
Composite Groups
- paired with Armies
- commanded by an Air Vice Marshal
- 25-30 squadrons of fighter -bombers
Combined Operations Center
- formed between Composite Group and
Army headquarters’ staffs
- served as the focal point f or
accepting/rejecting air support requests

9th Air Force paired with 12th Army Group
- paired with an Army Group
- commanded by a Lieutenant General
- approx 100 sqns of combat aircraft

Group Control Centre
- control element to coordinate defence of
airspace and control aircraft in flight

Tactical Control Center
- control element to coordinate defence of
airspace and control aircraft in flight

Forward tentacles, including FCPs and VCPs,
with corps, division or brigade headquarters,
occasionally down to the le vel of battalion
headquarters

ASPs with corps, division, CC/Infantry
Regiment headquarters, occasionally down to
the level of battalion headquarters

Daily Planning Conference

Evening Air Conference

Pre-arranged missions

Pre-planned missions

Impromptu mi ssions

Call missions

Armed Recce

Armed Recce

CABRANK

Armored Column Cover

Response Times:

Response Times:

- routine requests typically for next day

- routine requests typica lly for next day

- impromptu requests approx one to two
hours

- call requests approx one to two hours

- with CABRANK, as little as a few minutes
Table 2: Side-by-Side
Comparison of British and
US Systems

AIR POWER

Tactical Air Commands (TACs)
- paired with armies
- commanded by a Brigadier General
- 20-30 squadrons of fighter -bombers
Joint Battle Room
- formed between TAC and Army
headquarters’ staffs
- served as the focal point for
accepting/rejecting air support requests

- with Armored Column Cover, as little as a
few minutes

of armored column cover; it is almost always attributed to the personal invention of either IX TAC
commander General Queseda, or even to Bradley
himself.96 These claims are often accompanied with
folksy stories of how the initial tank to be converted
into an ASP kept getting turned back from IX TAC
because everyone believe it had to be an error that
an air formation was requesting a tank.97 Certainly, the decision to mount an SCR 522 radio in a
Sherman tank was a field expedient developed for
Operation COBRA. However, the innovation of
putting an ASP into a Sherman tank—while
clearly an excellent idea—was not logically necessary for the system of armored column cover. A
standard ASP in a truck or jeep could perform the
same function, i.e. the close control of a dedicated
flight of fighter-bombers. In fact, this is exactly
what was done with the earlier “veeps,” as jeeps
with VHF radios were known.98 Furthermore,
there is a clear relation between armored column
cover as practiced with such success from shortly
after COBRA and the RAF’s pre-existing
CABRANK system, of which all of the senior U.S.
commanders—both Queseda and Bradley in particular—were fully aware. Even the mounting of an
ASP in a Sherman was not without precedent. The
British mounted their VCPs in armored vehicles,
usually half-tracks but sometimes tanks, and the
first British use of a VCP was on July 18, a full
week before COBRA.99
Many of the more breathless accounts of
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armored column cover describe the tank mounted
ASPs as being in “the lead tank in each armored
column.”100 This is both inaccurate and misleading.
In fact, the standard practice for tank mounted
ASPs was for them to be attached to a Combat
Command (CC), where they were normally located
with that CC’s headquarters; when they went “forward with the lead columns” it was to a tank battalion’s headquarters.101 That is quite far forward
enough for it to have been logical and prudent to
mount the ASP in a Sherman, but it is not quite the
very point of the advance—it is in fact three or four
echelons of command back from the point tank.102
To be fair, armored column cover was more
than a simple copy of the CABRANK system—it
was a legitimate improvement upon RAF practice.
Armored column cover was not only more frequently employed by the USAAF than CABRANK
was by the RAF (which probably reflects the
greater material resources available to the
Americans), but it was also far more flexible.
Armored column cover aircraft ranged ahead much
more freely and aggressively than CABRANKs,
who tended to orbit behind their forward controller.
Notwithstanding these differences, by the
summer of 1944 the Anglo-American forces had a
remarkably uniform organization and practice for
tactical air power. Second TAF of the RAF and
Ninth Air Force of the USAAF were much more
similar to each other than the ground forces of the
U.S. Army were compared with the British Army, or
even than the Eighth Air Force was with Bomber
Command. The British and American doctrine may
have been expressed somewhat differently, but in
practice they operated essentially the same way.
Overall, the similarities are strikingly exact, as a
side by side comparison shows (see box). These similarities are too exact to be coincidence—either one
was influenced by the other, or both were developed
together.
Conclusions
The American development of a working tactical air power system went through a complex
development process, with various influences
across the Atlantic at different times. It is not now
entirely possible to untangle the full cause and
effect in this process. As air power historian David
Mets has argued, much air power theory in that era
was “corporate knowledge,” common among the
leading airmen of both Britain, the U.S., and other
nations, but not necessarily written done in a way
that allows modern scholars to dole out academic
credit.103 Nevertheless, a careful examination of
the record—in particular the chronology of key
developments—makes it clear that while the U.S.
had cultivated a doctrinal background for tactical
air power in the interwar years, this was rather
broad and abstract. The actual working mechanism
for tactical air power in the USAAF was developed
in the rush to mobilize during 1941 and 1942.
Cause and effect during that concentrated period
are difficult to pin down from the records extant.
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Date
WW I

US
US Air Service goes to war with
AEF

23 Dec 1918

“Provisional Manual for
Operations of Air Service Units”
by “Billy” Mitchell
“Notes on the Characteristics,
Limitations, and Employment of
the Air Service” by Gorrell,
(published as an Air Service
Information Circular )
“Notes on Recent Operations” by
Sherman, (published as a n Air
Service Information Circular )
“Fundamental Doctrine of the Air
Service” drafted by school (which
was then located at Langley).

June 1920

1920

1922

1922

Training Regulation 440 -15
Fundamental Principles of
Employment of the Air Service (TR
440-15)

15 October
1935
15 April
1940
6 December
1940

Revised TR 440 -15 Employment of
the Air Forces of the Army
Field Manual 1 -5 Employment of
the Aviation of the Army (FM 1-5)
British directive on Close Support
Bombing – subsequently endorsed
by General Arnold and used as
basis for trials in 1941 manoeuvers.
Large scale manoeuvers to trial,
amongst other things, such new
theories as armored warfare and
tactical air power.

FebruaryJune 1941

July 1941
29 August
1941
August 1941
September
1941
November
1941
9 April 1942

June 1942
8 November
1942

14-24
January 1943
18-22
February
1943
18 February
1943
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Brereton/Benedict reports on
results of these trials.
Training Circular No. 52 (TC 52)
Fort Knox manoeuvers
Louisiana manoeuvers

Remarks
Their primary experience is in what
would later be termed “tactical air
power.”

These manuals were essentially a
codification of wartime practice,
which was that tactical air power
was subordinate to ground
formation commanders.

This document, never actually
officially endorsed, suggested
centralization of air assets rather
than distributing them under the
command of various ground
formations along the front.
This, rather than the school’s
proposed “fundamental doctrine”
(above), was formally a dopted as
official doctrine. It represented an
orthodox interpretation based upon
wartime practice.

Compromise document that had
little long term effect.
Describes system for air support,
including the “ Air Support
Control” (ASC)
- 3d Bombardment Group (Light)
(Commanded by Brereton)
- IV Corps (Commanded by
Benedict)

Based upon Brereton/Benedict
Report
Further refinement of principles.

South Carolina manoeuvers
Field Manual 31 -35 Aviation in
Support of Ground Forces (FM 3135)
First contingent of USAAF arrives
in Western Desert
TORCH – combined US/British
invasion of N.W. Africa begins
- XII Air Support Command and
RAF 242 Group provide air
contingent.
Casablanca Conference.

US defeat at Kasserine pass.

N. African air forces reorganized
into NATAF (North African
Tactical Air Force)

Based upon Brereton/Benedict
report and the 1941 manoeuvers.
Officially enshrined the ASC idea.
Commanded by Bereton, this force
is initially mixed in with the RAF.
The TORCH air fo rces are
decentralized (due mainly to
geographic dispersion), but
otherwise generally follow the
dictates FM 31 -35.
Decision made to reorganize the
British and American air forces in
N. Africa.
This defeat was often blamed upon
an “incorrect” decentralization of
air power, probably unfairly.
The RAF’s Desert Air Force
(DAF) added to NATAF on 23
February, Coningham appointed
commander. He centralizes and
prioritizes targeting to emphasize
air superiority.

However, we do know where the British system
came from, and the fact of the matter is that there
is no evidence of U.S. influence upon the early work
by the British in the Western Desert, much less
upon the Wann-Woodall report. It is recorded, on
the other hand, that the U.S. sent observers to
Britain—very senior ones—in that same time
period, specifically to learn how tactical air power
was developing. This can clearly be seen in the documented flow of information from Britain to U.S.
circles, in particular copies of the Wann-Woodall
report, the British “Directive on Close Support
Bombing” of December 6, 1940 and Arnold’s letter
to Marshall recommending endorsement of the
British practice. Admittedly this is all circumstantial, but it is very suggestive, and it is all one way—
Britain to the U.S. Also circumstantial, but equally
compelling, is the linguistic evidence. The very
term “ASC” originated with the British (apparently
in North Africa) and was carried from there back to
the US, where it formed the basis for much of the
air power trials in the 1941 maneuvers, and subsequently the doctrine in FM 31-35. Even more
telling was the later U.S. adoption of the British
expression “armed recce”, rather than “armed
recon.”104
Another key point is the way in which
American practice in OVERLORD represented
some extemporization from the formal doctrine
promulgated in FM 31-35. The British, it should be
noted, had explicit formal doctrine for the final
form that Anglo-American tactical air power took
in North West Europe. Significantly, the USAAF
did not, but rather relied on SOPs. And the effect of
those SOPs was to modify the official doctrinal prescriptions of FM 31-35 to bring U.S. practice into
congruence with the official British doctrine (not
the other way around).
A final point that perhaps bears mentioning is
that this process of borrowing working practice
from the British is exactly what those senior U.S.
airmen who were there describe as having happened.105 Even if the nativist school can convincingly argue that much of the original story of postKasserine reform was originally spread for interservice rivalry reasons, that cannot completely discount such frank admissions from respected senior
airmen.
It perhaps bears repetition at this juncture
that what we are really talking about here is the
concrete system for executing tactical air power—
not the broader abstract principles. The U.S.
nativist school of thought is quite correct to point
out that senior U.S. airmen were fully conversant
with those broader and more abstract principles—
almost certainly more so than the RAF had been at
the start of the war. However, a concrete system to
effect those broader and more abstract principles
had to be developed. In this regard, there must
have been some concurrent development going on.
Nevertheless, the flow of influence was clearly from
Britain to the U.S.
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May 1943

Unnumbered booklet The Air
Force in Theaters of Operations:
Organization and Functions
Includes the pamphle t “The Air
Support Command”

10 July 1943

HUSKY – invasion of Sicily
begins.
Field Manual 100-20 Command
and Employment of Air Power (FM
100-20)

21 July 1943

3 September
1943
late 1943 /
early 1944

Invasion of Italian mainland

early 1944

SOPs developed within 9 th Air
Force for OVERLORD campaign

July 1944

Armored Column Cover with tank
mounted ASPs introduced.

ROVER JOE system developed by
US tactical air forces in Italian
campaign.

Table 3 (begins left and
continues above) : Chronology of Developments in
US Tactical Air Power
Theory and Practice

Not widely distributed.
- introduced 3 “phases”:
I – neutralization enemy air
force
II – isolation of battlefield
III – close support of ground
forces

Short book mainly concerned to
emphasize that all air forces in a
theatre should be under a single air
commander who is not subordinate
to ground commanders, and that
the first priority for this air
commander should be gaining and
maintaining air superiority.

Based upon RAF system of
ROVER DAVID. The “rover ”
system clearly presages both
CABRANK and Armored Column
Cover.
Diverge somewhat from the
official doctrine of FM 31 -35, but
do correspond with official British
doctrine.
A system such as this was never
envisioned in pre -war theory, but
the US Army was immensely
satisfied with it.

This leads to an interesting irony. In the interwar years, the RAF almost completely ignored the

tactical role for air power, whereas the Americans
did not. As some recent U.S. historians have
demonstrated, the U.S. Army Air Corps did take its
tactical responsibilities seriously and devote some
considerable attention to battlefield applications of
air power, something the RAF manifestly did not
do. Nevertheless, when war came, it was the
British (who had not contemplated the matter in
the interwar years) who developed an effective system for applying air power in tactical roles. The
Americans (who actually had thought about the
issue in the interwar years) wound up heavily
influenced by the British system at the practical
level. If that strikes some American historians as
an uncharitable interpretation of events, it can be
put another way. When war broke out, the
Americans already had a full doctrinal background for tactical air power theory, whereas the
British were forced to play catch-up in a crash
course from the Germans. Nevertheless, catch-up
they did, and when they went on to develop a
working machinery for applying tactical air power
against an enemy army in the field, the Americans
followed their developments with interest and
wisely chose to learn from them, rather than “reinvent the wheel.” Given the monumental challenge
faced by the comparatively small Army Air Corps
of 1941—mobilizing a massive force of citizen soldier-airmen in a short period of time—that was
doubtless a wise decision.
■

An Army ground controller
at his post.
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Glossary

Forward Control: Predecessors of the modern Forward
Air Controller (FAC—a term that had not yet been coined
in 1944) were the various sorts of forward controllers
used by the British and Americans in late World War II.
The British:
By end of the North-West Europe campaign the British
had a variety of forward control types. All belonged to the
ASSU itself, constituting a central pool of forward control
parties that were then temporarily attached to leading
Army headquarters.
Standard Tentacles: These were small detachments,
normally mounted in a fifteen hundred weight signals
truck, but sometimes in an armored vehicle such as a
White Scout car. Equipped with two “Canadian Number
9” type wireless sets, they had an effective radio contact
range of about 40 kilometres. Three or four soldiers and a
junior officer provided the crew. One of the tentacle's
radio sets was to receive the latest air reconnaissance
reports, and the other was to tie into the ASSU network
and pass back air support requests. Standard tentacles
did not have any radios that could communicate with aircraft. Nor could they communicate with the airfields or
GCC. Tentacles were not attached below brigade level,
except occasionally in the case of reconnaissance regiments.
FCP: Each Army/Composite Group had one Forward
Control Post or FCP. The intent was to form a special
team which could focus airpower even more quickly and
closely on a critical sector of the front than the normal
control procedure could provide. There was only one FCP
within each Group/Army, and it was deployed to the corps
headquarters deemed to be the priority for air support.
FCPs were much larger than all other types of forward
tentacles, generally consisting of approximately 10 personnel all ranks, mounted in at least two primary vehicles, either heavy trucks or M14 half tracked vehicles,
plus usually a trailer and a jeep. The FCPs were equipped
with both army type radios for the ASSU net, and VHF
radios to speak with aircraft. Included within the FCP's
staff were both RAF pilots and an Army officers in fairly
senior rank. The RAF representative was a wing commander or group captain (lieutenant colonel or colonel)
and experienced fighter-bomber pilot; the army representative was generally a major. Together, the pilot and
Army officer were to advise the local ground commander
(i.e. generally the corps commander) on the optimal
employment of air support. Unlike the ordinary tentacles,
with their VHF radio an FCP could talk directly with
overhead aircraft, for a range of about 30 to 40 kilometres, allowing it to control aircraft overhead and talk
them directly onto targets. Usually, the FCP could also
communicate directly with the GCC and even the airfields, allowing it to call directly for aircraft.
VCP: Visual Control Posts or VCPs were an innovation
introduced part way through the Normandy campaign,
the first one being employed in Operation GOODWOOD
on 18 July. Essentially a normal tentacle augmented by a
fighter-bomber pilot and army officer with a VHF radio
for communication with overhead aircraft, as the name
implies they were meant for directing air strikes onto targets under the VCP's direct observation. The intent was
for the RAF pilot to “talk” the strike pilots onto the target
“using the language one pilot would use to another.”
There were three VCPs in each Army/Composite Group ,
but they were not entirely successful, apparently because
in practice they were seldom able to adopt positions that
gave good observation of targets. In consequence, VCPs
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came to be employed as de facto miniature FCPs, normally sited with the headquarters of leading divisions or
brigades. VCPs consisted of a tank or White Scout car
rigged with the required radio sets, and a total of five personnel all ranks.
Contact Car: A later innovation was the contact car.
They were very similar to a VCP, being essentially a normal tentacle augmented with a VHF radio for communication with overhead aircraft. Coming with the VHF
radio was an RAF wireless operator and an RAF pilot.
However, unlike the VCPs and FCPs, in the case of contact cars this pilot was normally a reconnaissance pilot
(as opposed to a fighter-bomber pilot). Reconnaissance
pilots were used because the primary role of contact cars
was not to direct air strikes, but rather to facilitate liaison between reconnaissance aircraft and leading Army
elements; they also served to keep the RAF accurately
informed about the location of the forward most friendly
troops.
The Americans:
Corps ASPs: Integral to every US corps headquarters
was a large ASP equipped with a lieutenant colonel
ASPO, a dozen enlisted men to serve as radio operators,
map plotters, clerks and driver/mechanics. In practice the
lieutenant colonel's position was sometimes filled by a
major. There was also meant to be a captain assistant to
the ASPO, but this was never filled in any of the TACs
during the campaign. Corps level ASPs were assigned a
generous amount of communications equipment, including an SCR 399 type radio and a teletype. Transport
included a two and a half ton truck for the radios, a
“Veep” (jeep with VHF radio) and several ordinary jeeps
and tents.
Divisional ASPs: The ASPs at divisional level were
smaller, consisting one officer (meant to be a major, in
practice sometimes a captain) and five to eight enlisted
men. The officer was an ASPO, i.e. former fighter-bomber
pilot, and his five troops were radiomen, technicians, and
driver/mechanics.
Infantry divisions’ ASPs consisted of an SCR 522 VHF
radio mounted in a jeep and an SCR 522 VHF radio and
SCR 399 mounted in the back of a two and half ton truck.
Below the level of the divisional headquarters, infantry
divisions had no other ASPs, with the exception of some
arrangements made for the beach assault on D-Day
itself. For that special day, ASPs were assigned to each of
the Regimental Combat Teams in the assault. Throughout the rest of the campaign, in infantry divisions the
ASPs normally operated at the divisional headquarters
location, although the jeep mounted radio was sometimes
sent forward for specific missions.
Armored divsions’ ASPs varied widely in establishment,
from a low of only the same two radio sets as an infantry
division, to a high of 14 radio sets. In some cases this was
achieved in part by detaching pilots and technicians on a
temporary rotating basis from IX TAC, which created a
de facto two additional ASPs for the division in question.
These additional ASPs normally worked with each
“Combat Command” (CC) , sometimes even with the lead
tank battalions. During the campaign itself, it was
decided to mount some of these ASPs in armored vehicles, so as to be better able to accompany advancing
armored columns. This was first done for Operation
COBRA, and it subsequently became standard practice to
maintain ASPs mounted in either half tracks, armored
cars or actual Sherman tanks, fitted with standard VHF
522 radio sets, to work with armored division CCs.
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